Consider a technique used by the legendary pickpocket Apollo Robbins, another coauthor of the Nature article spearheaded by Macknik and Martinez-Conde. When the researchers asked him about his devious methods—how he could steal the wallet of a man who knew he was going to have his pocket picked—they learned something surprising: Robbins said the trick worked only when he moved his free hand in an arc instead of a straight line. According to the thief, these arcs distract the eyes of his victims for a matter of milliseconds, just enough time for his other hand to pilfer their belongings.

At first, the scientists couldn't explain this phenomenon. Why would arcs keep us from looking at the right place? But then they began to think about saccades, movements of the eye that can precede conscious decisions about where to turn one's gaze. Saccades are among the fastest movements produced by the human body, which is why a pickpocket has to trick them: The eyes are in fact quicker than the hands. "This is an idea scientists had never contemplated before," Macknik says. "It turns out, though, that the pickpocket was onto something." When we see a hand moving in a straight line, we automatically look toward the end point—which is called the pursuit system. A hand moving in a semicircle, however, seems to short-circuit our saccades. The arc doesn't tell our eyes where the hand is going, so we fixate on the hand itself—and fail to notice the other hand reaching into our pocket. "The pickpocket has found a weakness in the way we perceive motion," Macknik says. "Show the eyes an arc and they move differently."
While the magicians are educating the scientists, so far the scientists haven't offered much in return. Cowboy trick aside, Teller says, "this is an example of entertainers getting there first." And he wishes it weren't so. Teller hopes that laboratory insights will offer ways to break free of the stale tricks that have defined magic for decades--much as new technologies made possible the illusions of David Abbott in the early 20th century. A loan shark in Omaha, Nebraska, Abbott performed innovative, late-night shows in his living room. (Harry Houdini was one of many magicians who made the pilgrimage.) "Abbott used to say he wasn't satisfied with a trick unless people began to weep," Teller says. "He was that good."
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Discussion

#1 POSTED BY TAKUAN, APRIL 27, 2009 10:29 AM

interesting. Try it on a karate master and see what his eyes do.

#2 POSTED BY URSHREW, APRIL 27, 2009 10:47 AM

It does explain why we use so many spinning arc moves in Kung-Fu.

#3 POSTED BY MARISA, APRIL 27, 2009 10:51 AM

"The eyes are in fact quicker than the hands. "This is an idea scientists had never contemplated before," Macknik says. "It turns out, though, that the pickpocket was onto something."

While investigating these tricks are interesting, lets please not forget decades of neuroscience research while we do it.

Any undergraduate in neuroscience could tell you that a saccade is very rapid, and faster than our hands.

#4 POSTED BY LOGRUSIZED, APRIL 27, 2009 10:59 AM

That has to be the most effort ever gone into convincing people on your right side that you're a littering chain-smoker with a bunch of pockets who nevertheless keeps cigarettes on his ear.
@2, nawww, kung-fu just uses arcs because it looks cooler.

#6 Posted by TELLER, April 27, 2009 11:02 AM

I've had the good fortune to do business with those guys and he's truly a fine historian, researcher and master of the art. I will always be not really Teller.

#7 Posted by URSHREW, April 27, 2009 11:13 AM

@5 Well, that goes without saying.
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